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The Experience

Four months ago, nobody could have guessed just how disruptive COVID-19 would be. The first case was reported in Washington, United States on January 20th, 2020. While spreading rapidly, it mainly spared the mid-west United States where my medical school is located. Just over a month and a half ago, cases were still low in my state and I was fully expecting to finish my school year and take my Step 1 medical licensing exam with minimal disruptions. By the time March 12th, 2020 rolled around, several cases appeared in our state and thus my school decided to move all classes completely online while keeping exams on campus. A week later, all school services went remote, including exams and all non-essential employees after the community spread intensified. Most importantly, the one exam that essentially determines which residency programs or even which area of medicine you can apply to, is cancelled until April 30th (likely much longer). Today, the United States remains the hardest-hit region in the world standing at 829,000 cases as of April 22nd, 2020.

For most 2nd year US medical students, March-June is basically quarantine. While yes, a bit overstated, most students spend at least a month dedicated to 8+ hours per day of reviewing, doing practice questions, and flashcards in preparation for the Step 1 medical licensing exam. With a test date near the end of June, the lockdowns currently in effect have not changed my plans very much. However, for many 2nd year medical students who normally study on campus, in coffee shops, or libraries, are struggling to focus studying at home all day. Even worse, a substantial number of students were supposed to take Step 1 in March or April. Reading their posts in online medical student forums, I cannot imagine spending all that time to prepare, do the same for in-person classes. Nevertheless, other than the "big brother" feel to it, the exam situation has been quite reasonable as our exams were taken electronically before the pandemic as well.

Finally, any extracurriculars that 2nd-year students may be involved in are generally on hold. Because of the Step 1 dedication period, most of our extracurriculars have already been handed off to the first-year students for leadership, therefore 2nd-year students were not generally affected. Nevertheless, seeing the ability of first-year students to adapt the organizations to this time has been amazing. For example, the free clinic associated with our school has now moved completely online to telehealth, while dispensing any medications in person with protective measures in place – all thanks to the leadership of the 1st year student director board.

In conclusion, a significant portion of 2nd year US medical students’ class and extracurricular experience have not been affected very much. Instead, many of our Step 1 licensing exam plans have been completely disrupted leading to anger and uncertainty over this extremely important exam. Organizations should remember that communication with their patrons is very important, especially in times of crisis. US medical students should continue support each other and remember that this too shall pass.
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